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Six years for five from Virgin
By James Pickford Author alerts

Virgin Money reinforced a wave of competition in the mortgage market this week with the launch
of a six-year fixed-rate deal.

The bank is offering an interest rate of 2.99 per cent for loans of up to 70 per cent of the
property’s value with a £995 fee. A fee-free product at a rate of 3.59 per cent is also available.

Nigel Bedford, senior partner at broker Largemortgageloans.com, said the unusual six-year term
was likely to attract borrowers seeking an extra year of security. “This looks good value and a

clever marketing idea.”

The mortgage price war was reflected in rate cuts at other lenders. Cuts of up to 0.4 percentage points were unveiled by Leeds Building
Society on some of its buy-to-let mortgages and five year fixed rate deals. Halifax reduced its two- and five-year products by up to 0.31
percentage points.

Nationwide has pledged to match any like-for-like deals offered by six high street lenders for existing customers looking to remortgage.

The promise follows cuts last week of up to 0.7 percentage points across Nationwide’s fixed rate and tracker deals.

From this week, Nationwide will carry out a weekly comparison of its rates for existing customers against those offered by NatWest/RBS,
Halifax, Santander, HSBC, Barclays/Woolwich and Lloyds. If it finds lower rates, it has pledged to cut its own to match the following
week.

Coventry Building Society has followed last week’s discounts to its residential mortgage range with cuts to rates on its Buy to Let
mortgages. Its offers include a two-year fixed rate deal at 3.19 per cent for loans up to 75 per cent of the property value and a £1,749
arrangement fee.
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